WHAT’S NEW / FALL 2020

BlueJeans Meetings

As virtual meetings continue to be one of the primary vehicles for communication and
collaboration, BlueJeans is excited to provide a snapshot of recently released features that
will boost meeting productivity and improve meeting security.

SEE MORE, DO MORE
Enhanced Gallery View*
Experience a more robust attendee
experience with an expanded gallery
view that supports up to 25 meeting
attendees on the screen at once.

Expanded Mobile Layouts*
View up to 9 meeting attendees in
mobile gallery view on both iOS and
Android. Larger screen layouts create a
more immersive experience on-the-go.
*Requires Sequin upgrade

STAY CONNECTED (FROM HOME)

Virtual Backgrounds
Transport your meeting to wherever you
feel like by uploading a custom virtual
background. You can also blur your
background to eliminate distractions.

Smart Meetings
Capture the best parts from every
meeting and share highlight reels with
colleagues to ensure no one is left behind,
regardless if they attended or not.

Updated Slack Integration
Use the new Shortcuts feature in Slack
to schedule an upcoming BlueJeans
Meeting. Automatically send Meeting
Highlights to a private Slack channel.

Raise Hand
Improve virtual collaboration by having
meeting attendees use a non-verbal cue
to signal who has a question or when the
discussion needs to be paused.

Chat Enhancements
Improve conversations in the chat
window with a richer set of emojis.
Attendees can also download the chat
before a meeting ends to preserve their
conversations.

Floating View
Pop out the meeting participant window
to sit on top of your desktop without
having to keep the BlueJeans app open to
improve multi-tasking.
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SECURIT Y YOU CAN TRUST
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Lock Screen Share
Activate in-meeting controls to mitigate
unwanted content sharing by limiting
who can share their screen and when
they can share their screen.

Quick Lock
When back-to-back meetings pile up,
enable quick lock to hold the next
meeting’s participants in the waiting
room until you initiate the next meeting.

Restricted Meetings
Prevent unwanted guests from attending
your meetings by ensuring that only
invited attendees have the appropriate
credentials to join.

256-AES Bit Encryption
All video, audio, and content in transit is
now encrypted by the BlueJeans app and
browser using AES-256 GCM encryption
to deliver improved security and faster
performance.

User Profile
BlueJeans users now have the ability to
quickly update their user information
and meetings settings by clicking in the
top right corner of the desktop app.

VIDEO MEETINGS FOR ALL
Automated Closed Captioning
Ensure that everyone has the ability to
actively participate in meetings with
automatic, real-time closed captioning
that’s as easy as flipping a switch.
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